ACRONYM X - Round 2
1. In a 1978 comic book, this athlete fights against and later joins forces with Superman to
defeat an alien invasion. Trevor Berbick was the last man to compete against this athlete,
who won a Supreme Court case in 1971 concerning his refusal to be drafted. This man,
who lit the (*) cauldron at the 1996 Summer Olympics, rejected what he called his "slave name"
after converting to Islam. George Foreman was defeated at the "Rumble in the Jungle" by, for 10
points, what heavyweight boxer formerly known as Cassius Clay?
ANSWER: Muhammad Ali [accept Cassius Clay before the end] <Nelson>
2. In this series, Scott Clarke attempts to demonstrate an implausible theory by stabbing a
paper plate. The band Survive produced music for this series, which also repeatedly makes
use of The Clash's song "Should I (*) Stay Or Should I Go." A character on this series, whose
real name, may be Jane Ives, is played by Millie Bobbie Brown and steals Eggos from a
supermarket some time before following a monster into the Upside Down. Will Byers disappears
at the beginning of, for 10 points, what supernatural-oriented Netflix series?
ANSWER: Stranger Things <Nelson>
3. This man's directing credits include a 2007 film about a historically black college's
debate team titled The Great Debaters. In a 2014 film, this actor portrayed a low-lying
hardware store employee who is forced to use his experience as a former black ops killing
machine. This star of the Antoine Fuqua [FOO-kwuh] film (*) The Equalizer won an Oscar
for another of Fuqua's films, in which he plays Alonzo Harris, a man initiating a fellow police
officer. For 10 points, name this star of 2016's The Magnificent Seven and Training Day.
ANSWER: Denzel [Hayes] Washington [Jr.] <Nelson>
4. This city is described as "once a great place, now a prison" in a song by Sufjan
[SOOF-yahn] Stevens whose title tells it to "Lift Up Your Head!." The funk rock group
Electric Six hails from this city, which is the birthplace of numerous horrorcore rap groups
like the (*) Insane Clown Posse. A classic rock song says "you gotta lose your mind" in this
"Rock" city, the south of which is where a "city boy" was "born and raised" in Journey's "Don't
Stop Believin'." Motown Records was founded in, for 10 points, what city in Michigan?
ANSWER: Detroit <Nelson>
5. On The United States of Tara, when Marshall asks Max if he wants a burger, Max takes
this action. One of the most famous fictional examples of this action was accidentally
broadcast over an airport's PA system in "The Puppy Episode," a 1997 episode of the
sitcom (*) Ellen. A father warmly recalls an early birthday wish for "sensible heels" after his son
Kurt does this on Glee. On Shadowhunters, Alec essentially performs this act by kissing Magnus
Bane. For 10 points, name this act in which a person reveals that they aren’t heterosexual.
ANSWER: coming out of the closet [accept word forms; accept obvious equivalents that
indicate a character disclosing or revealing or confessing to being gay or homosexual]
<Vopava>
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6. In the Soul Calibur series, Talim [TAH-lim] is a priestess of this concept. This concept is
controlled by the lancer Xaldin [ZAL-din] in the Kingdom Hearts series. In Okami, this
concept can be conjured by drawing a spiral, an ability granted by Kazegami. This
phenomenon is controlled by (*) Fujin in the Mortal Kombat series, by the player in the indie
game Flower, and it is summoned in various ways by Janna in League of Legends. In a 2003
GameCube game, a magic baton allows Link to change the direction of, for 10 points, what
weather phenomenon?
ANSWER: wind [prompt on "air" or "weather" before the end] <Nelson>
7. The marching band from this school has been banned from Disneyland since 1972. This
team played in the 2009 Sun Bowl led by running back Toby Gerhart, and quarterback
Kevin Hogan led them to the Rose Bowl in 2012 and 2013. Running back Christian (*)
McCaffrey plays for this team, which was coached by Jim Harbaugh until 2010. In a 1982 game
against California, that aforementioned marching band from this school charged the field before
a game was over. For 10 points, name this Pac-12 school whose de facto mascot is a tree and is
based near Palo Alto.
ANSWER: Stanford Cardinal [accept either; do not accept or prompt on "Cardinals"]
<Golden>
8. In this film, a Secretary of State recalls the triple bypass he underwent after suffering a
heart attack on a golf course. One character in this film pulls off another's arm after
learning about an event that occured on December (*)16th, 1991. "Seventeen,"
"homecoming," and "freight car" are among a set of words in this film that trigger a
brainwashing sequence, whose effects convince Bucky to go into cryosleep. The Sokovia
[suh-KOH-vee-uh] Accords are rejected by Scarlet Witch and others in, for 10 points, what 2016
Marvel film?
ANSWER: Captain America: Civil War [prompt on partial answers] <Vopava>
9. This concept is the first word on an album featuring "The Great Salt Lake" and
"Funeral," the debut album by indie rock group Band of Horses. A redundantly titled song
by Lauryn Hill notes "after winter must come spring" and notes that this concept is itself.
The guest singer Ne-Yo notes "I want all of you tonight" during a (*) Pitbull song in which
he also says to "Give me" this concept. A song by Tegan and Sara and The Lonely Island from
The Lego Movie uses, for 10 points, what word to designate which things are awesome?
ANSWER: everything <Nelson>
10. Estonian runner Leila Luik [LAY-luh loo-eek] competed in the Rio Olympic marathon
as part of one of these groups of people. In Pokemon Black and White, the gym leaders in
Striaton City, including Cilan, are one of these groups. Madame Souza encounters a
singing one of these groups in a 2003 French animated film set in (*) Belleville. Though they
were created artificially, Professor Utonium has used this term to describe his creation, the
Powerpuff Girls. Donald Duck's nephews are, for 10 points, what grouping of siblings larger
than twins?
ANSWER: triplets [accept female triplets before "nephews"; prompt on "siblings"] <Nelson>
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11. A minor character on this series agrees to ruin a couple's date in exchange for a
sandwich and the brief use of a TV. About once a season, characters on this show play a
complex drinking game in which the "floor is lava" called True American. Reagan, a
character played by Megan (*) Fox, temporarily replaced this show's title character, whose best
friend Cece is married to Schmidt. A quirky teacher seeks out a set of roommates at the start of,
for 10 points, what Fox series whose title character Jess is played by Zooey Deschanel?
ANSWER: New Girl <Nelson>
12. A snippet of this song could be heard in a 2017 Snapchat filter that placed round glasses
on users. A date described in the second verse of this song involves filling a plate and a
"bag" at an all-you-can-eat restaurant. The chorus of this song describes the "push and
pull" of a magnet, as well as a change in the smell of the singer's (*) bedsheets. "Castle on a
Hill" and this song were released as the first songs from the album % ["divide"]. "I'm in love
with your body" is repeated in, for 10 points, what 2017 single by Ed Sheeran?
ANSWER: Shape of You <Nelson>
13. A point guard for this NBA team set the single-game record for assists in 1990; in 2016,
that same person resigned as this team's head coach. Hall of Famers Dominique Wilkins
and Patrick Ewing both ended their careers with this team. Despite multiple jumps over the
mascot Stuff, a player for this team lost the 2016 Slam Dunk (*) Contest to Zach Lavine.
During the 2016 draft, this original team of Dwight Howard traded away Victor Oladipo. Aaron
Gordon and Elfrid Payton play with, for 10 points, what NBA team based in central Florida?
ANSWER: Orlando Magic [accept either] <Nelson>
14. At a bar in this city, Frank Sinatra and Marlene Dietrich [mar-LAY-nuh DEE-trick]
cameo as a piano player and a hostess in the 1956 version of Around the World in 80 Days.
In a film noir set in this city, Brigid O'Shaughnessy, Joel Cairo, and Kasper Gutman vie
with Sam Spade to possess (*) The Maltese Falcon. The car chase in Bullitt takes place on this
city's streets, while the climax of A View to a Kill and Madeleine Elster's near-drowning in
Vertigo both take place near its iconic suspension bridge. For 10 points, name this city near a
namesake California bay.
ANSWER: San Francisco <Vopava>
15. This man produced and featured on "No Sleeep," a 2015 single by Janet Jackson, and
also featured on the Jeremih [jair-uh-my] hit "Planes." The documentary series Road to
Homecoming centers on this rapper, who demands "finger in the sky if you want it" and
claims "I got bigger dreams" in a 2016 hit. The address of this rapper's (*) childhood home
provides the title of an album that included "No Role Modelz." 4 Your Eyez Only and 2014
Forest Hills Drive are albums by, for 10 points, what rapper who initializes his first name,
Jermaine?
ANSWER: J. Cole [or Jermaine Lamarr Cole] <Nelson>
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16. Benedita Dourado was once in charge of one of these places in Brazil. The disgraceful
display of "turning white" happens to evil people at one of these places perched on a
mountain on Iwo Jima's south island. At one of these institutions in Massachusetts,
Webster Boot established a subdivision called (*) Wampus; that institution, founded by Isolt
Sayre [ih-SOHLT "Sayer"] and James Steward, is named Ilvermorny [ILL-ver-more-nee]. Igor
Karkaroff and Madame Maxine run these sorts of institutions. For 10 points, what type of
learning institutions are Durmstrang, Beauxbatons [BOH-buh-tahn], and Hogwarts?
ANSWER: wizarding schools [accept answers that indicate schools of magic or witchcraft or
wizarding in the Harry Potter universe; prompt on "schools"] <Vopava>
17. At home games, fans at this baseball team's stadium traditionally sing the John Denver
song "Thank God I'm a Country Boy.” Rick Dempsey won a World Series MVP award
with this team, which came in a Series win over the Phillies in 1983. This team lost to the
Blue Jays in a 2016 Wild Card play-in, a game in which closer (*) Zach Britton
controversially went unused. In 2016, this team was led by Manny Machado and AL home run
leader Mark Trumbo. Camden Yards is home to, for 10 points, what team that plays in
Maryland?
ANSWER: Baltimore Orioles <Nelson>
18. In a 2012 film, this actor portrayed an alcoholic veteran who is deemed a "saint" by his
neighbor's young son. In another role, this star of St. Vincent is asked if he has any regrets
after being mortally wounded, to which he responds (*) "Garfield, maybe." This man, who
weirdly sang "Take Me Out to the Ball Game" as Duffy Duck at a 2016 World Series game,
played a version of himself who is killed while pretending to be undead in Zombieland. A
weatherman who repeatedly lives the same day was played by, for 10 points, what star of
Groundhog Day?
ANSWER: Bill Murray [or William James Murray] <Nelson>
19. In a 2015 commencement speech, the University of Florida awarded an honorary
degree to this figure. This figure claims that Cookie Monster is sad and uses an analogy
about splitting zero cookies when discussing how to divide by zero. Pressing and holding
the Digital Crown (*) is one way to communicate with this figure, which is powered by Nuance
Communications and whose default voice is "Samantha." The film Her imagines a fictionalized
version of, for 10 points, what artificial intelligence who answers questions on Apple products?
ANSWER: Siri [SEER-ee] <Nelson>
20. In one of these segments, two participants re-create an amusing conversation with
"Dave from the NFL" and talk about one of them passing her driver's test. Seth
MacFarlane and Chelsea Handler will be among the guest hosts of these segments in an
upcoming series of them, which is being produced by Apple (*) Music. In another of these
segments, Adele is amusingly shocked to hear extremely high harmonies being sung by the man
sitting next to her. For 10 points, name these musical performances filmed in The Late Late Show
host James Corden's vehicle.
ANSWER: Carpool Karaoke <Nelson>
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1. The verses of the theme to the sitcom Friends contains a profoundly catchy sequence of four
of these actions. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this percussive action, which is also the title action of a 2016 hit by Fitz and the
Tantrums.
ANSWER: clapping [accept Handclap or HandsClap; prompt on "applause" or similar]
[10] This alt-rock singer proclaims "bottles and cans, just clap your hands" on his 1996 hit
"Where It's At." His more recent hits include "Dreams" and "Heart is a Drum," the latter of
which appears on his album Morning Phase.
ANSWER: Beck
[10] This "little ditty" by John Mellencamp contains massive amounts of infectious
handclapping. It also curiously describes "suckin' on chili dogs."
ANSWER: Jack and Diane <Nelson>
2. Historical novelist Rebecca Gablé produced a novelization of this board game, in which Norse
explorers discover the title location. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this pioneering board game by designer Klaus Teuber [TOY-ber], set on a namesake
island.
ANSWER: Catan [accept The Settlers of Catan]
[10] One major element of Catan is the acquisition and trading of five different resources. Name
any three of the five.
ANSWER: bricks, lumber [or wood], ore, wool [or sheep], grain
[10] This expansion for The Settlers of Catan emphasizes oceanic exploration and trade. In it,
players can spend resources to construct a ship.
ANSWER: Catan: Seafarers [accept Seafarers of Catan] <Vopava>
3. Joel Embiid [jo-ELL em-BEAD] helped popularize a saying that this concept should be
"trusted." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this generic term, used by former general manager Sam Hinkie, a plan which
involved an NBA team tanking for years in order for it to somehow become good again.
ANSWER: The Process [accept Trust the Process]
[10] This team went 10-72 in the 2015-16 season under "The Process." Past players for this team
have included Julius Erving and Allen Iverson.
ANSWER: Philadelphia 76ers [accept either underlined name]
[10] In what may have marked the end of The Process, the Sixers earned the top pick in the 2016
draft, which they used to take this player. As of February 2017, he has yet to play an NBA game.
ANSWER: Ben Simmons [or Benjamin David Simmons] <Golden>
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4. In January 2017 this account called out a troll for forgetting that refrigerators existed when
discussing never-frozen meat. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this social media account run by a fast food restaurant that, like their burger patties,
has absolutely no chill.
ANSWER: the Wendy's Twitter account [accept @Wendys; prompt on partial answers]
[10] Also in 2017, the Wendy's Twitter account gave a critical user this dismissive three word
instruction, which was re-tweeted over 500,000 times when it was used by a 2016 presidential
candidate.
ANSWER: delete your account
[10] This fast food chain behind Chicken Fries and Croissan'wiches promoted its "5 for $4" deal
to one-up Wendy's "4 for $4" one; when asked what they were "firing back," the Wendy's
Twitter account replied "edible food."
ANSWER: Burger King <Nelson>
5. This man painstakingly reconstructed the RMS Titanic for his 1997 movie, which must have
made it all the more fun to sink it at the end. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this American blockbuster director with a penchant for big practical and special
effects.
ANSWER: James [Francis] Cameron
[10] Cirque du Soleil's 2016 show Toruk is inspired by this James Cameron film in which the
enormous Hometree slowly topples after Quaritch and Selfridge blow it up.
ANSWER: Avatar
[10] Cameron and Sylvester Stallone co-wrote the script to a 1985 film about this character, who
Stallone played in four films. This Vietnam veteran often makes use of a compound bow.
ANSWER: John Rambo <Vopava>
6. The answer to this three-word question is Kristin Shepard. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this question, prevalent in advertising campaigns throughout the summer of 1980. It
asks for the identity of the attempted murderer of the Larry Hagman-played patriarch of the
Ewing family.
ANSWER: "Who Shot J.R.?"
[10] J.R. Ewing was a nefarious oil baron on this primetime soap opera named for a Southern
city.
ANSWER: Dallas
[10] The "Who Shot J.R.?" episode of Dallas was knocked from its spot as the most watched
television episode of all time by the 1983 series finale of this show, which co-starred Wayne
Rodgers and Alan Alda.
ANSWER: M*A*S*H <Golden>
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7. For 10 points each, answer the following about the occasional singing career of Barack
Obama:
[10] At the funeral of former state senator Clementa Pinckney, Obama led the congregation in
singing this hymn, whose first verse ends by noting "was blind, but now I see."
ANSWER: Amazing Grace
[10] Perhaps appropriately, Obama joined a performance of the blues hit "Sweet Home
Chicago," in which he sang with this blues musician who died in 2015. This singer always
referred to his guitars as "Lucille."
ANSWER: B.B. King [or Riley B. King]
[10] Obama has twice appeared in these musical segments from The Tonight Show with Jimmy
Fallon, in which he, Fallon, and members of The Roots musically take on current events.
ANSWER: Slow Jam the News [accept slight variants of this as long as they're very close]
<Nelson>
8. Special Christmas episodes are a staple of British television. For 10 points each:
[10] This sci-fi series regularly produces Christmas specials, often using them to swap out lead
actors, such as the change in 2013 from Matt Smith to Peter Capaldi [kuh-PAHL-dee].
ANSWER: Doctor Who
[10] The episode "White Christmas," which starred Mad Men's Jon Hamm, is a Christmas special
in this Twilight Zone-esque anthology series. Its third season premiered exclusively on Netflix in
2016.
ANSWER: Black Mirror
[10] Some children's shows get in on the act, including this one about a porcine character who
wears a red dress. In its special, the title character and her brother George write to Father
Christmas.
ANSWER: Peppa Pig <Nelson>
9. In 2016, this NHL team's home arena underwent a licensing change, becoming the amusingly
named PPG Paints Arena. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this team, who won the 2016 Stanley Cup with the help of star forward Sidney
Crosby.
ANSWER: Pittsburgh Penguins [accept either]
[10] The Penguins won the 2016 Stanley Cup over this west-coast team. While the animal that
provides this team's name is a natural predator of actual penguins, they were beaten by
Pittsburgh's Penguins 4 games to 2.
ANSWER: San Jose Sharks
[10] This Penguins goalie started most of their regular season games in the 2015-16 season, but
played sparingly in the playoffs due to concussion issues.
ANSWER: Marc-André Fleury ["flurry"] <Nelson>
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10. This band was deliriously hungover as they "vomited and spat" their way through Heathrow
to board a plane to Amsterdam in 1977. For 10 points each:
[10] That behavior led EMI to end their contract with this iconic British punk rock band fronted
by Johnny Rotten.
ANSWER: The Sex Pistols
[10] 1977 also saw the release of this Sex Pistols single. Its name is the same as a patriotic
British anthem, but is viciously unpatriotic and critical of its title royal.
ANSWER: God Save the Queen
[10] "God Save the Queen" appeared on this studio album, the only one the band recorded. Some
British music charts refused to print its name due to a mild British profanity found in its title.
ANSWER: Never Mind the Bollocks, Here's the Sex Pistols <Vopava>
11. For 10 points each, answer the following about actors who made remarkable physical
transformations for their roles:
[10] Chris Pratt lost over 60 pounds in six months to get into impressive shape for this 2014
blockbuster, in which Pratt appears as Peter Quill.
ANSWER: Guardians of the Galaxy
[10] This actor lost over a third of his body weight so he could appear sickly and emaciated in
The Machinist. He then quickly gained 100 pounds for a 2005 Christopher Nolan film.
ANSWER: Christian [Charles Philip] Bale
[10] After dropping 30 pounds to look extra creepy in Nightcrawler, this actor got ripped to play
a pro boxer in 2015's Southpaw.
ANSWER: Jake Gyllenhaal [JIL-en-"hall"] [or Jacob Benjamin Gyllenhaal] <Vopava>
12. In this novel, a "lobotomizer," which is a hybrid of an axe and a shovel, is developed by the
U.S. military for close-range combat. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this novel, which gives an "oral history" of an undead apocalypse. It is a follow-up of
sorts to a related "Survival Guide."
ANSWER: World War Z
[10] World War Z and The Zombie Survival Guide were written by this author, whose father Mel
is a legendary comedy film director.
ANSWER: Max Brooks [or Maximillian Michael Brooks]
[10] In 2014, Brooks co-wrote this graphic novel about an African-American infantry unit who
fought during during World War I.
ANSWER: The Harlem Hellfighters <Nelson>
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13. Among the characters in this ensemble series are Toby and Kate, who meet in a weight loss
support group. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this NBC drama, which focuses on the lives of several people with the same birthday.
Among its storylines is a young black man finding his biological father.
ANSWER: This Is Us
[10] The alcoholic character Jack on This Is Us is played by Milo Ventimiglia, who also played
Peter Petrelli on this former NBC series about people with superpowers. A 2015 "Reborn"
miniseries based on this show failed miserably.
ANSWER: Heroes [accept Heroes Reborn]
[10] This former pop star, who was married to singer Ryan Adams for several years, also stars in
This Is Us as Jack's wife Rebecca.
ANSWER: Mandy Moore [or Amanda Leigh Moore] <Nelson>
14. For no clear reason, some Major League Baseball teams have implemented policies
concerning players' appearances. For 10 points each:
[10] The most prominent such policy is held by this team, which bans hair below the collar and
all facial hair besides moustaches. It was established by then-owner George Steinbrenner.
ANSWER: New York Yankees [prompt on "New York"]
[10] In 2016, the Miami Marlins re-initiated their facial hair ban. One player who playfully
complained about it was this pitcher, who was killed in a boating accident later in the season.
ANSWER: Jose [D.] Fernandez
[10] This man, who fought with the Yankees over their appearance policy in the 1990s, is now
the manager of the Marlins and enforces the latter's policy.
ANSWER: Don Mattingly [or Donald Arthur Mattingly] <Nelson>
15. For 10 points each, answer the following about the late actor and comedian Phil Hartman:
[10] Hartman portrayed the characters Unfrozen Caveman Lawyer and the Anal Retentive Chef
on this NBC sketch comedy show which entered its 42nd season in 2016.
ANSWER: Saturday Night Live [accept SNL]
[10] Hartman's most famous SNL role may have been as this political figure. This man notably
played the saxophone on an episode of The Arsenio Hall Show.
ANSWER: Bill Clinton [accept William Jefferson Clinton III]
[10] You may remember Hartman from The Simpsons, where he voiced this star of such films as
Today We Kill, Tomorrow We Die and Gladys, the Groovy Mule.
ANSWER: Troy McClure [accept either underlined answer] <Golden>
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16. In lieu of plaguing the world with new ideas, Disney has fully committed to making
live-action versions of its classic films. For 10 points each:
[10] The first such film in 2017, a remake of Beauty and the Beast, stars Emma Watson as this
character, the title "beauty."
ANSWER: Belle ["bell"]
[10] Reese Witherspoon is set to star in a live-action origin story of this character who, along
with Vidia and Silvermist, were raised on the island Pixie Hollow.
ANSWER: Tinkerbell [prompt on "Tink"]
[10] We can all hope that Disney stops before remaking this 1947 live-action and animation
hybrid, which is the source of the song "Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah," but is also notorious for its racist
overtones and its depiction of Uncle Remus.
ANSWER: Song of the South <Nelson>
17. Upon dying in this 2016 game, the player is shown the name of a real soldier who died
during the war in which it is set. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this first-person shooter developed by EA DICE whose title incorrectly suggests its
place in the series, much like the name of the newest Xbox.
ANSWER: Battlefield 1 [prompt on “Battlefield”]
[10] At the time of its release, Battlefield 1 was prone to a hilarious glitch that caused one of
these flying vehicles to, while on fire, violently spin out of control in horrific fashion.
ANSWER: zeppelin [prompt on “airship” or “blimp” or similar]
[10] The final mission of Battlefield 1 prominently features this historical figure, a British
intelligence officer who aided in a Middle Eastern revolt against the Ottoman Empire.
ANSWER: T. E. Lawrence [accept Thomas Edward Lawrence or Lawrence of Arabia]
<Nelson>
18. The title figure of this song is named John Brown, who according to the singer "always hated
me; for what, I don't know." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this song, whose singer positively notes that he did not commit the title action to "the
deputy."
ANSWER: I Shot the Sheriff
[10] This reggae music legend, whose other hits include "No Woman, No Cry" and "Jammin',"
wrote and performed "I Shot the Sheriff" with his group The Wailers.
ANSWER: Bob Marley [or Robert Nesta Marley]
[10] "I Shot the Sheriff" was notably covered by this British guitarist, who performed in the
bands Cream and Derek and the Dominos.
ANSWER: Eric [Patrick] Clapton <Nelson>
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19. For 10 points each, answer the following about college football's biggest rivalry games:
[10] The Red River Showdown is, unsurprisingly, an annual game between these two schools
that border the namesake waterway and are based in Austin and Norman.
ANSWER: University of Texas Longhorns and University of Oklahoma Sooners [prompt on
partial answers; accept team names or schools as long as both teams are mentioned]
[10] The Iron Bowl, which ended in a game-winning missed field goal return known as the "Kick
Six" in 2013, pits two rivals from this state against each other.
ANSWER: Alabama
[10] The rivalry between these two teams, one of the oldest rivalries in the country, was won by
the same team 14 straight times from 2002 to 2015; in 2016, the other team finally won, 21-17.
ANSWER: Army [West Point] Black Knights and Navy Midshipmen [prompt on partial
answers; accept team names or schools as long as both teams are mentioned] <Nelson>
20. The newest musical by Andrew Lloyd Webber is an adaptation of this film, and features
songs like "You're in the Band." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2003 film about an out-of-work musician who poses as his roommate to get work
as a substitute teacher.
ANSWER: School of Rock
[10] School of Rock co-starred this young actress, who went on to star in iCarly and the
Despicable Me films.
ANSWER: Miranda Cosgrove
[10] This comedienne, who starred in a namesake "Program" on Comedy Central and voiced
Vanellope in Wreck-It Ralph, also appears in School of Rock as the aforementioned roommate's
girlfriend.
ANSWER: Sarah [Kate] Silverman <Nelson>

